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 The NY Post put out their latest grading on the results of Biden’s news conference held on Wednesday, 

January 19, 2022. The grades are appalling and those within his staff should take note of what it means of how 

the people of this country think of this man and his capabilities. But being they are the fraud merchants that they 

are of this administration and the slingers of the proverbial bullsh!$#@t when he and Psaki speak, along with 

the statements made by this man during this conference, show they will continue to travel down the road of self-

denial of his capabilities. 

 As the NY Post stated in its article, “Joe Biden gets ‘F’ grade from 37% of Americans, poll shows” 

(www.nypost.com, 19JAN2022) it is seen that over a third of Americans find this man a complete failure as a 

President with an additional 30% giving him a low satisfactory to unsatisfactory grade. The amazing statistic of 

this report card shows that 11% of Americans gave him an ‘A’ grade which for the life of me I can not figure 

out why and what they based their decision on. His ability to wake up and get dressed in the morning perhaps! 

Tucker Carlson on his Fox News program opened up with the statement that no one in the world now is taking 

Biden seriously when he speaks. This I agree with for now I find myself not wanting to watch this man talk at 

all when he is speaking. He is so disingenuous and false with his feeling towards Americans and his statements 

consist of fabrications of the truth that I find him utterly repulsive to watch especially when he leans into the 

microphone and lowers his voice to whisper a point. How eerie and nasty does that look and sound for a sitting 

President to be doing. 

 There are some major take aways from this conference he gave that has caught the attention of some in 

the conservative media field but kindly overlooked by his consortium of NBC, MSNBC, and CNN. First it 

would be his comment on the Russian -Ukraine situation. This according to this man is a ‘minor incursion.’ 

This is not a root canal situation. It needs bypass surgery. A country is getting ready or prepping to invade 

another of Eastern Europe. Then he, Biden, has a loss of his cool so to speak with a reporter when asked to 

clarify some statements he made in Atlanta recently concerning voting rights and the ‘go to hell’ speech as Al 

Sharpton put it. The reporter, Phillip Wegmann of Real Clear Politics was told in a stern voice to read his 

statement of what he said. This speech has created more division and separation in his party than any unification 

he promised to bring.  

 But to me, his biggest out of touch moment with reality came with his statement that he has 

‘outperformed’ what people thought him capable of doing in his first year as President. What planet is this man 

actually on? When the expectation is so low or nonexistent, that when he does anything of the slightest notion 

of a positive nature the tick mark for performance has nowhere to go but up. He has proven he can not perform 

the duties of the office of the President of the United States. Two prime examples of his lack of performance 
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have been the ongoing crisis at our southern border and the out-of-control inflation which is causing everything 

Americans need to survive to rise steadily in price. Great performance. Ex-Governor Cuomo needs to hand over 

his Emmy to Biden. 

 Being the ultimate public figure of the country means that not only what the President says is scrutinized 

but the images of him and what he is doing is also scrutinized. With that thought in mind, there is also an image 

which seems to be overlooked of him checking his watch during the conference. This brings back images of 

him doing the same when the thirteen servicemen and women flag draped coffins were being brought out of the 

aircraft at Dover AFB back in August after they were killed during the final days of the Afghan debacle 

withdraw in Kabul. I have to wonder, why does he need to be checking his watch, does he have another 

appointment to go to, is he late for taking his daily medications, where does he think he is going. His first year 

in office he spent over a quarter of his time on vacation at his home in Delaware, not in the White House. Is he 

late catching a train? 

 His actions show he wants to be elsewhere doing something other than what he is doing at the present 

time. One day maybe we can make that happen for him. What this Biden Presidency is proving, as it was with 

the Hillary running against Trump campaign back in 2016 and why Trump beat her so overwhelmingly is that 

Trump for all his faults is far better at being a President than that of what Biden ever hopes to become. 


